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“Striped Pajamas, Lists of Salvation, and How Inglorious Basterds Got Right What It Got 

Wrong” 

 

A robust body of films about or related to the Holocaust has been a mainstay of cinema that 

shows no signs of waning.  From the documentary to the sentimental, the absurd to the maudlin, 

each representation speaks to its filmmaker’s vision of what it means to grapple with the 

relationship between the aesthetic demands of a piece of art and the bare facts of an appalling 

history.  Examining key contributions to this field of Holocaust film, including Alain Resnais’s 

Night and Fog (Nuit et brouillard), Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List, Roberto Benigni’s Life is 

Beautiful (La vita è bella), and Quentin Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds, this paper explores 

several confounding questions about the relationship between authenticity and the unreal.  Is it 

possible that the two may be more closely linked than is commonly assumed?  What of the 

relationship between subjective feeling and documented fact?  Can one capture a truth about 

trauma through comedy?  Indeed, can “trauma” be reduced to a monolithic experience capable of 

being properly treated in only one way?  Central to the paper is the thesis that imaginative, 

unconventional, and even unorthodox reconstructions may be not only empowering, but, of equal 

importance, may shed light on the difficulties of portraying history, particularly where pain is 

one of its primary characteristics.  Though confronting the inherently slippery nature of narrative 

and the purportedly unbiased nature of documentation makes these tasks more difficult, this 

paper argues that art—an enterprise frequently marginalized by more strictly intellectual 

disciplines—may play a fundamental role in understanding not only the limitations but also the 

possibilities of nonfiction approaches to historical events.  Each film selected for discussion 

highlights a particular aspect of the potential for a fruitful relationship between fiction/art and 

nonfiction/history, as well as possible pitfalls that may result from an unsuccessful synthesis 

between the two.   

 
 


